
CHi\PTER XII. 

SPHERIC MOTION. 

96. Spheric Motion in General. - Spheric motion has 
already been defined in § 6, and it has been explained
that in such motion any given point in the moving body 
remains on the surface of a sphere described about a certain 
fixed point as centre. Two bodies having relative spheric
motion ,vill therefore have this point as a common centre. 

\Ve can studv the relative motion of two or more such -· 
bodies by imagining that they are cut by a sphere described 
about the common point as centre, and we can then con
sider the movement of these spheric sections exactly as we 
considered the motion of the plane sections or projections 
of bodies having plane motion. Plane motion may indeed 
be looked upon as a particular case of spheric motion where 
the radius of the sphere is infinitely great.

\Ve may therefore suppose that propositions proved with 
regard to plane motion ,vill hold good, ,vith certain necessary
modifications, ,vith regard to spheric motion also. It will be 
convenient, first of all, to consider the motion of a spheric 
figure on the sphere of motion, just as we CQ!1sidered in 
§ 5 the motion of a plane figure in the plane of motion. The 
position of the spheric figure ,vill of course be defined if we 
know the position of two of its points.

In Fig. 206 (a) a figure on the surface of a sphere LI'.1N 
has the positions of two of its points (.14 and B) defined. 
Let the figure, which represents a body having spheric 
motion, be moved from a position ..14.B to a new position, 
.4 1

B1 ; the movement being executed in a very small period 
3o4 



of time, and being therefon, an uoe<:dingly £m'lll disphc•>· 
mentt. The paths of the points A and B will t hen practically 
coincide wit h portioru of great circles pa"-'!.ing throug h  A 
and A,, and Band R,. respecti,•e\y. Now let an.-. u( gn,at 
circk.-s be drawn J)3$1Sing through Land JI. t he middle points 
of AA, and BB,: let t he pl:,.n,.. of lh\'$e g,-e.>.tt cird._.. be 
rospccti,•cly perpendicular to thoac of the great cittlcs ALA,
and /1.H B,. and let t hem intersect at N. Draw ON po.ssing 

throughO.ttheeentreuf thctsphcrc. lt istti-tevidentt that 
the actual .,nail displacement of th<, t.ody AB is the same 
Mifit hadt undcrgone a ru1.a1;onabout thetaxil<O.V,forX 
i• the point on t he surfa"" of the sphere at which A,\, and 
BB, subtend equal spherical angles. This fono...-. from the 
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fact that the spherical triangles ANB and A1NB1 are equal 
in all respects. 

It may happen that Land 11{ both lie on the same great 
circle, as in Fig. 206 (b), in \vhich case our construction fails. 
The point N is no\V to be taken at the intersection of the 
great circles AB and A 1B1, and it is evident, as before, that 
the angle subtended at 1\J by the arcs AA1 and BB1 is the 
same, and that 01V is the axis of rotation. Any actual 
motion of .4B on the surface of the sphere may be cons1<lered 
as being made up of a series of infinitely small displacements, 
to each of which there corresponds one position of the axis 
01.V. 01\· is therefore the vi1tual axis of the motion of AB 
with regard to the sphere. The reader should compare the 
foregoing argument with that in § 5 applying to plane motion. 

\Ve may call the surface described by 01'1 in the sphere 
the axode of AB with respect to the sphere. Two bodies, a 

and b, having relative spheric motion will of course have a 
pair of such axodes ; the axode of a being imagined as being
described in the body b and vice versa, just as in the case 
of plane motion: and, further, this relative motion may
be represented by the rolling together of such axodes. 

Perhaps an example may make this clearer. Fig. 207 
represents the pitch surfaces of a pair of bevel-v.rheeJs; their 
axes intersecting at 0. These wheels are intended to trans
mit angular motion uniformly between shafts whose axes 
intersect, and their n1otion ,vill evidently be exactly the 
same as that of a pair of circular cones of corresponding
shape rolling together ,-vithout slipping, and having a com-
mon apex at 0. A pair of such cones, a and b, and their 
frame, c, will have relative spheric motion about the point 
0. The lines 0A ar. and 0Ab, are of course the axes of a 

and b ,,vith respect to the frame c; the line 0Ac.!> aJong v..·hich 
the cones are in contact is the virtual axis of a v.rith respect 
to b, and the surface of each cone is there£ ore the ax ode of 
the other. (Compare the relation between the pitch sur
faces in spur-gearing.) 



ltist evidrntthatinFig.207thet throevirtualtaxest of 
the throe moving bodies a, b. and c aro in one pbne; we 
1ll'O<:<)(l<!to s howthntthis ist tnie of any threebodi<,shnving 
rclativctsphericmotio n .  Thefigure alreadyt usetlto ill11$-

tratet thet rom,spondingprol""'ition fort planernotiont is 
repeat<,,;.lhere .  

Lctthcbo d ie1bea,b,andc; ther<:mustbctsomcpoint 
in •!X'ce, 0, whi<,h i< common t.o the three bodies, and 
through which. thcrefon,, their three ,·irtual axeg must 
�lwayst pass. Lctthc!X'per(i:nFig.,oS)representthetpro-



jc,ction of part of a •pherical surface, and Jct 0,., o_, and 
a .. n,prescnt the troces on thi• surface of the virtual axes 

0A • ., 0AN, and 0.1 ,., respective!)·. Then, following thc 
rcasonini: of I 5, we may say that the line 0A_ heloo,:s. 
for t h<,instantoonsidered, to both a andc. As aHne 

•inaitti,tumingrelativelytobnbouttthetlinc0.l,.,nndti• 
u,crefol't' moving in au;rectionperpendicular to thc plane 
containing 0A_ and 0A,, . •  -\sta line inc it must �imilarly 
t,,. m"'�ni: in a plane J"'rpcnolicular to the plane contain
ing 0A_ n11d 0,1.,. The line 0,1_ is therefore moving i n a  
plane normal t o  each o f  t w o  planes which rontain it. and 
th""' two pL�nes m\!st coincide. The throe line< 0A,, 

0,1_, and 0:1., thus lie in one pbne. _ 
97. Spheric Mechanis.m• huinc Lower Pairin,-. Tho 

Cnnic Quadric Crlilk-chain,-lt is nut Uilf,cult to devise 
mechaniuru< w,-rusponding to the pL�nc mc.,hanisms of 
C!i.,ptcr Ill and I\', but ha,·ing spheric motion of the�-:>.
riou• linb. To do this it is only necessary to arrange that 
the ax<.'I of all turning pairs meet in a point instead of being 
parallel,n!lt\tli.,ttthetlincstofmotionofffl<lingpu.irslollow 
i.reatcireleo on thet•urfuce oftthctsphcreoftmotion 

The axod._.. of the links of such me<::ha11isms will, as we 
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have seen, be conical surfaces (not necessarily circular 
cones), and the mechanisms are therefore called by Reu
ieaux co1iic chains. ,.� model representing a conic quadric 
crank-chain is shown in Fig. 209, and it may be remarked 
that, as in the case of plane mechanisins, the actual form of 
the links is unimportant from a kinematic point of view so 
long as the axes of the elements are in the correct position 
and the links do not foul one another during motion. The 
reader should compare the chain of Fig. 209 with that of 
Fig. 40. 

In studying conic mechanisms we may note that, instead 
of considering the actual lengths of the various links, we have 

FIG. 209. 

now to deal with the angles subtended by those links at the 
centre of the sphere. The relation between a plane mech
anism and the corresponding spheric chain is in this respect 
like the relation between a plane triangle and a spherical 
one. In order to connect the elements of two turning pairs
making an angle a with one another, we can thus use either 
a link subtendit1g the angle a or one subtending 180° - a. 
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Such a substitution may of course totally alter the appear
ance of the mechanism, but will produce no kinematic 
change. 

The reader will recall the way in ,vhich we imagined the 
plane or cylindric quadric crank-chain of Fig. 60 to have 
one of its pairs transformed from a turning to a sliding JJair. 
This change involved the expansion of the elements of the 
turning pair cd until the radius of their working surfaces 
became infinitely great. In F1g. 210 is illustrated the cor
responding alteration by which a conic q11adric crank-chain 
becon1es a conic slider-crank chain. The chain of Fig. 210 (b} 
is a conic lever-crank chain, in which the angle of the links 
a and b is in eacl1 case 90° . It will be evident that by in
creasing the radius of the turning pair ab ttntil it is equal 
to the radius of the sphere we get the chain of Fig. 2 1o (c), 
having exactly the same relative motions as before, but 
having as the link b a block sliding in a groo·ve formed in a 
and following a great circle on the sphere. We may term 
this mechanism a spheric or conic slider-crank. The right
angle links in the conic chain correspond to the infinite links 
i.'1 the plane mechanism. The sketch Fig. 210 (a) represents 
a conic quadric crank-chain in which b = 45° . If a some
what similar transformation were carried out in this case 
we should obtain a crossed conic slider-crank chain, the 
groove on the surface of the sphere fallowing the trace of 
the axis OA "a

c ' which in this case is not a great circle and 
no longer passes through A ad· 

As an exercise the reader should endeavor to devise for 
himself spheric mechanisms corresponding to other simple 
plane mechanisms. Comparatively few conic crank-trains 
have found application in practice,* and in general their 
industrial importance is not very great. vVe shall proceed 
to follow somewhat more closely the action of the conic 
quadric crank-chain, ,vhich is utilized in the form of the 

* For a discussion of one of these, the Tower Spherical Engine, a conic 
chamber quadric crank.chain, see Kennedy, Mechanics of :Machinery. § 65. 





well-kriown Hooke'• or Uni,-�1 Joint, for connecting 
shafts wh<.e """" are not parJ.lld and n,e;,t in a point 

One arran1,,e,nent of this mechani,im is shown in Fig. 

,,,a,togethertwithta,!i:lgram, Fig.,,,b.sh<>wingt thevari
ouslinksdraw n on thesurfacc of a sphtte, after the fashion 

o!Fig.210(a). The plane of thetpaperiss upposed to he that 
of the axes OA., ar.d OA_, band d being the links rom,
•ponding to thet twoohaft.. while a is the fixed link,andG 
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connects b and d. lVe \.vish to find, for any given position 
of the n1echanisrn, the angular velocity ratio of b and d. 
The links b, c, and d each subtend an angle of 90° at the 
centre of the sphere, while a subtends an angle equal to 
1 80° - (angle bet\veen axes of shafts). 

It may be noted that while b and d ,vill obviously per
form successive quarter-revolutions in equal times, their 
angular velocities are not necessarily equal in any given 
pos1t1on. The angular velocities will in fact be equal at only 
four points in each revolution. 

lTtilizing the proposition of § 96, we can easily find the 
Yirtual axes of the mechanism of Figs. 2 r ra  and 2 r 1b. Thus 
0.-l bd must lie in the plane containing OA ab and OA ad: it must 
also lie in that containing OAcd and OA b• Similarly the· 
point A ac is found at the intersection of the great circles 
passing through A rdA od and A ab.4 be' In the case of spheric 
motion it is important to remember that the virtual axis of 
two moving bodies is a line which is common for the instant 
to the two bodies, and which has the same angular Yelocity 
whether it is regarded as belonging to one or to the other. 
This statement corresponds in the case of plane motion to 
the definition of a virtual centre as that point in the pro
jection of the two bodies on the plane of motion which is 
for the instant common to both projections, and has the 
same linear motion whether it is considered as a point in one 
body or as a point in the other. 

Having found the virtual axes of the mechanism. the 
relative angular velocities of the links can be determined 
graphically. In Fig. 2 1  rb, for example, suppose that V 
is the linear velocity of the point P(Aobd) in a direction tan
gential to the great circle AobcA,d and normal to the plane 
of the paper. The angular velocity of P (considered as a 

point in b) about the axis O.A. ab is of course P
�i ' and this 

must be equal to the angular velocity of the link b with 
respect to the fixed link a. Similarly, since P is also a point 
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in d, the angular ,·elocity of d must be �, where P J\,[ and 

PN are the perpendiculars dropped from P on to OA
0

b and 
0.11a0d respectively. Thus it follows that 

wba 
P1V 

= ·pJtJ·Wda 

It ,vill be seen that the determination of the angular 
velocity ratio in this way involves the finding of the axis 
OA ha• which can only be done by drawing the plane pro
jection of the whole mechanism in each position for which 
the velocity ratio is required. Since each such projection 
generally involves drawing three ellipses, the process is not 
very convenient, except in the cases \vhere the plane of the 
link b makes an angle of 90° with. or coincides in position 
with, the plane ·of the link a. The latter plane of course 
is the plane which contains OA l b  and OAua·

The positions mentioned are shown in Fig. 2 1  2. Let O 
be the angle between the axes of b and d, let a be the angle 
made by the plane of b with a plane normal to the plane of 
the paper and containing OA,, 1., and let [J be the angle be
tween the plane of d and that of the paper. As before, the 

• plane of the paper contains OA 0 0  and OAad · It is then 
evident from the figure that when a = o, p = o, and 

I 

cos {j. 

7r 'Tr 
= -Similarlv • \vhen a and 8 = - . we have 

2 2 

PN 
=acos 0.PJ.J 

The value of the angular velocity ratio may also be 
found in another \vay. Fig. 2 1 3  shows three views of the 
mechanism. namely, a projection on the plane containing 
OA and OA 11a, a projection on a plane perpendicular to 0 11  

0 .. 4 ad' and one on a plane perpendicular to 0.4 ab· In the 
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latter view the ellipse .4' D'C' represents the projection of 
the path of the point 5 (the join of the links c and d), "·h1le 
the circle A'B'C' represents the projection of the path of R,
the join of c and b. If now we draw the angle A'OR' = a, 

so that OR' is the projection of the link b, the correspond
ing projection of the line 0.'5 will be 05'. The real angle 
ROS is of course a right angle, being equal to the angle
subtended by the link c ;  and since the line OR' lies in the 
plane of the paper, the projection 05' must, by a ,vell
known principle of projection, be at right angles to OR'. 
Hence it follows that the angle B'OS' = a =AOR'. Similarly
it may be shown that in the other view D"OS'' ={3 =A"OR". 
It is plain from the figure that 5' V' =-= S" V" = perpendicular 
distance of 5 from plane of axes. Also OV' = OS cos fJ. Thus 

S" V" S'V' S' V' tan (J cos o = = OV" OS = OV' 

= tan a cos fJ. 

From this expression, 0 being constant, we get a relation 
between a and {3. By differentiation with regard to time 

2r.1 d{J 2 dasec � dt = cos O sec adi"' 
· . da d{JTherefore smce dt = wba and dt = wda• 

I + tan2 {iWba 
_ 

Wd -SeC 2a COS (} •
a 

But tan (J =tan a cos 0. Hence 

COS
2a-·Wba = (} + s1n2a cos 8

COSwda 

1 - sin2 a sin2 
(} 

•cos f} 

Similarly it may be shown that 

Wba 

I -cos2 {i sin2 {} • 
- = --- -=---c---:--

wda 
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The velocity ratio plainly has its maximum value( : 0)co
\vhen a =/3 =o, -r., 2r., etc., and its minimum value (cos 0) 

· rr, 31r ,\vhen a =(3 sr., etc. ; results which agree with those 
2 2 2 

previously obtained. 
In order to find the positions in which the shafts have 

the same angular velocity \Ve have only to put wba = r and 
w,la 

r -· sin2 a = cos (} ( r - sin 2 a cos 0) 

I - COS (} 
or s1n a =• 2 

I -cos2 fJ .  

For examp]e, if 0 = 30° and cos O = 0.86602, we have 

• 2 
0.13398 

s1n a = = 0.53590 ,
0.2 5001 

sin a = ± 0.73205. 

The two shafts will then be moving with the same angular
velocity when aa= 47° 4', 132° 36', 2 2 7° 4', or 3 1 2° 36' ; that 
is to say, four times in each revolution. 

It is evident from the relations thus obtained that if 
we connect t\vo shafts by means of an intermediate piece 
and t\vo similar universal joints, as is done, for example, in 
the feed gear of certain milling machines, then if the shafts 
are parallel so that 81 = - 02 , we have a

1 
=/32, and the shaft'3 

,vill have uniform velocity ratio; the inequality of motion 
caused by the first universal joint being exactly compen
sated by the second. 

The method of studying the action of the conic quadric 
crank-chain may serve as an example of the way in whic11 
other conic mechanisms having lower pairing may be treated. 

98. Spheric Mechanisms having Higher Pairing. Bevel

gear.-Each of the spheric mechanisms discussed in the 
pre.ceding section is the representative of a plane mechanism, 
the essential difference being that in a spheric mechanism 
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the axes meet in a point instead of being parallel, and the 
relative motion of the links is spheric instead of plane. 

If �·e consider in a similar manner the change which 
,vould take place if the axes in spur gearing were made to 
intersect instead of being parallel, it is plain that the cylin
drical pitch surfaces would become coftes, whose apices 
,vould lie at the point of intersection of the axes. The 
toothed wheels, whose relative motion corresponds to the 
rolling together of such conical pitch surfaces, are known 
as bevel-wheels, and such relative motion is, of course, 
spheric motion, as was shown ine§ 96. 

If we go a step further and imagine that the axes are 
not parallel and do not intersect, then the pitch surfaces 
become hyperboloids and the relative motion is scre,v 
motion, a state of things which has already been considered 
in Chapter XI. 

M 

N 

------

FIG. 214. 

Two right circular cones, a and b, whose axes are AQ 
and BQ, are in contact as represented in Fig. 2 14. If these 
cones are so rotated that there is no relative slipping at one 
point of contact, L, and if the point Q is the common apex 
of both cones, then at every other point of contact there will 
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· also be rolling, without any sliding motion. Let the plane 
of the paper contain the axes QA and QB and the line of 
contact QL ; then, if there is no slipping at L, and if wac 
and wb are the angular velocities of a and b, relatively to c,, 
the fixed ]ink (not shown in the figure) ,  we shall have 

Ve LJv 
L1vle· Vee' 

where Ve is the common linear velocity of the two cones 
at 
pla

L, measured, of 
ne of the paper. 

course, in 
Hence 

a direction normal to the 

W c LN
a 

w�, = Lfvj • 

Further, if there is to be no slipping at another point of con
tact, l, we must have 

• 

ln LiV a relation which shows that when - = - the circular lni L1vl 
sections at ln and l,n will roll together if the sections at LN 
and Lli1 do so. vVe may note that 

Wac sin BQL 
wbc = sin AQL" 

It is easy therefore to lay out the pitch surfaces for a pair 
of bevel-,vheels having any desired velocity ratio. We have 
only to arrange two cones having a common apex, and hav
ing a line of contact such that the lengths of the perpen
diculars dropped from any point on it to the axes are in
versely as the angular velocities. The cones need not 
necessarily have external contact. Bevel-wheels having 
internal contact can be made; an internal bevel-wheel cor
responds to an annular spur-wheel. 

In practice frustra of the pitch-cones are used for the 
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pitch surfaces of bevel-wheels, and slipping is prevented by 
forming teeth on these pitch surfaces, exactly as in the case 
of spur-wheels, with the important difference that in the 
case of bevel-wheels the teeth are not of uniform section, 
but taper in such a fashion that they would vanish at the 
apex of the pitch-cone if they were continued to that point.* 
In Fig. 2 1 4  the virtual axes are, of course, QA, QL, and QB, 
QL being the virtual axis of a with regard to b. The third 
(fixed) link of the train is not shown. 

In Chapter VII, ,vhen studying the formation of the 
tooth profiles for spur gearing, we considered these as being 
plane curves, described upon a plane normal to the axes 
of the wheels and (in the case of cycloidal teeth) generated 
by the rolling together of the describing circles and the 
pitch-circles. It would perhaps have been more correct 
if we had considered the tooth surfaces as being generated
by the rolling together of pitch surf aces and describing 
c'ylinders. In the case of bevel gearing the corresponding 
problem is more difficult, because it is necessary to picture
in the mind the working faces of the teeth as being described 
by the rolling together of conical, instead of cylindrical,
surfaces. Drawings connected with bevel-gear in general 
will require at least two projections, as we found when con
sidering hyperboloidal gearing. 

It is possible to assume the form of the working surface 
of the tooth of one bevel-wheel, and then to devise the form 
of the corresponding tooth of another wheel-gearing with 
the first ,vith uniform velocity ratio. The necessary and 
sufficient condition for such uniformity will be that in any
spheric section of the pair of teeth, dra,vn with the inter
section of the axes as centre, a great circle dra,vn to cut the 
tooth profiles at right angles at their point of contact ,vill 
pass through the virtual axis of the pair of wheels. (Com
pare the corresponding condition for plane motion.) It is 
proper to employ spherical curves as forms for the teeth of 
bevel-wheels, these curves being drawn in similar fashion 

* See Fig. 207. 



t.o t he plane invo luu: o r  cydo idal curves u""'1 in t he ease o f.  
plane mottion, and w e . hall no w cliscu,.. t he way in w hich we 
may imagine involute beve!-whocl I.C<lth pro files t.o he gen 
..-rat«! In  Fig. "5 th<: CUl"\'es MSC, NTD repn.-s,,nt t he 

traces, o n  a sphcrical "'"·lace w h o le rem.re Is 0, o f  two right
ein:ulart <OllCS, having a,,:estOl't and OQ. The gn,attcirclc 
APRQH lies in t he pLn"' cot nminini: OP and OQ. A pbT>e 
I.ouching t h<l tw o  OO!X'S inltf'SectS t he 1pherical rurfaee in 
MR.\", w hic h UI, o l  co urse, an arc o f  a great circle. If no w 
we  ,uppotsc that t h,, pbrne surface O.\IN takd t he fotrm 
o f  a flexible s heet. it will bet"""" that " ro tatio n o f t.he two 
"°""" in t he ""1lse o f  t he ll1Tow, wonld cause t he s heet to 
""'I' itself around the rotnc OS.\/ aod unwrap from t he co ne 
OT.\'. a potint L o n  t he edl{e o f  t he s heet thus d�bing o n  
t he surf,«'C o f  t he sphere t h., grrul cirdc NL\/t. With 
rcf=nce t o  the small cirdc SJ[, t he po int L will describe 
o n  t he surface o f  t he  sp here t he curve SL, w hic h may be 
t=ned a sp heriral invotluw; and in the same way wit h 
regard t o  '/'N, t h<, involute TL will be drawn, t he twto in-
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volutes, of course, always touching at L. The line OL v.1ill 
thus describe on the cone OSJ1 the ruled surface OSL, and 
the somewhat similar surface OT L will be generated by the 
relative motion of OL and the cone OTN. These surfaces 
will roll and slide together, alvvays being in contact along 
such a line as OL, if the cones rotate with uniform velocity 
ratio ; and they can therefore be used as the vvorking faces 
of the teeth of a pair of bevel-wheels whose axes are OP and 
OQ. The pitch surfaces of these wheels will be the cones 
0.4R, OBR, which are indicated by dotted lines in the 
figure and touch along the line OR. l\ plane drawn through
OL perpendicular to the plane OJfJV vvould be the common 
tangent plane to the tooth surfaces through their line of 
contact. The reader should compare this discussion with 
that ofe§ 66, noting the modifications rendered necessary 
in adapting the reasoning to the case of spheric motion. 
He should also endeavor to \vork out for himself the method 
of forming cycloidal teeth for bevel-wheels by a method cor
responding to that used in § 67 for spur-wheels, remembering 
that the figure must be supposed to be drawn upon the 
surface of a sphere instead of upon a plane surface. 

In practice it is not convenient to use spherical sur
faces for drawing ; in setting out the teeth of bevel-vvheels 
it is therefore necessary to adopt a somewhat different 
method (due to Tredgold) vvhich gives results closely ap
proximating to the truth. 

In Fig. 2 1 6 ,  0.4R, OBR represent the pitch surfaces of 
a pair of bevel-wheels, projected on a plane containing the 
axes OP, OQ. The arc APRQB is the trace of a spherical 
surface drawn with centre 0, on which surface the outlines 
of the teeth should properly be described. For this surface 
we substitute the developable surfaces of the tvvo cones 
XAR, YBR which touch the spherical surface along the 
pitch-circles AR, BR of the bevel-wheels. It is evident 
that these cones are in fact the same as the cones men
tioned (in the case of hyperboloidal wheels) in s 95 ,  
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and their curved surfaces are normal to the pitch surfaces 
of the wheels. The arcs RV and RW, drawn with X and 
Y as centres respectively, are in fact the developments of 
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FIG. 216. 

portions of the pitch-circles AR, BR, and it is on these lines 
as pitch-circles that the tooth profiles are to be drawn.* No 
considerable error is introduced by this construction so long 
as the bevel-,vheel has more than 24 teeth. 

In recent years a number of machines have been de
signed for the purpose of cutting bevel-wheel teeth t ; one 
of the most important and interesting from a kinematic point 
of view is that devised by Hugo Bilgram t for cutting teeth 
of the involute form. In this machine the correct form of 

* See Unwin, Machine Design, Vol. I. § 208. 

t Trans. Am. Soc. M. E., Vol. XXII. p. 672. 
t See Engineerin,f, Vol. XL. p. 2 1 ;  also Journal of the Franklin Inst., Aug., 

1886. 
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tooth is generated by the relative motion of a V-shaped 
cutter, representing the involute tooth of an imaginary
plane bevel-wheel or crown-wheel, and of the wheel blank. 
The latter is rotated, during the formation of each face of 
each tooth, about its proper virtual axis. The meaning
of the term plane bevel-wheel will be seen from Fig. 2 1 7 .  
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FIG. 217. 

In this figure the pitch surface of a is a cone whose vertical 

angle is 2 (:-a), ,vhere a is the angle between the axes. 

The pitch surface of b then has a vertical angle of 180° and 
is a plane. From the figure ,ve see that 

With the same angle between the axes we might also have 

a wheel �' of vertical angle 2 ( a - [:- a]) gearing with a. 

In this case we should have a velocity ratio 
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sin (
"' 

- a)
WI>, 1' a W:- = rb' = . ( 

2 

7C)sin 2a--
2 

cos a 
r - 2 cos2 a 

If in Fig. 2 1 7  we suppose the pitch surface of the plane
,vheel b to be fixed, and the wheel a to be rolled upon it,
jt is plain that a cutting-tool reciprocating along a diameter 
of the pitch surface of b will in successive cuts, if properly 
adjusted, form a tooth space in the wheel blank corre
sponding-to a. It is on this principle that the action of the 
Bilgram machine depends. 

In another class of bevel-gear-cutting machines we may 
place those using a master gear or template. The mode of 
operation of the Rice gear-cutting machine, which is of this 
type, is illustrated in a diagrammatic fashion in Fig. 2 1 8 ;  

the details of the actual machine being somewhat differ
ently arranged.o· The blank A, from which the bevel-wheel 
is to be cut, has the tooth spaces roughly gashed out, and is 
mounted on a shaft to which is secured a template or mas
ter wheel B, having teeth of the correct profile formed upon 
it. There may be only one of these profiles, as in the sketch, 
or B may take the form of a complete wheel. The shaft 
carrying A and B can rotate about an axis OX, with reference 
to the frame D, which in its tum can be rotated about a 
vertical axis OY. The actual motion of the blank may 
therefore be any rotation compounded of movements about 
the axes OX and O Y. The fixed base of the machine, E,
carries an arm E1, in connection with which a rotating 
cutter C and a guide-plate F are so arranged that the face 
of the cutter and the face o� the guide-plate lie in a plane
containing the axis OY. The cutter having slightly entered 
the gash cut for the tooth space, the frame D is rotated 
about OY, and if the tooth form is kept in contact with the 
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plane face of F, it is evident that the relative motion of F 
and B will be copied on a reduced scale by C and A,  and the 
cutter will therefore form one side of one tooth of the blank 
wheel. vVith reference to the fixed link E, the blank and 
template are at any instant really rotating about some such 
axis as OR. In order to cut the opposite side of the tooth, 
the stop F must be moved parallel to itself by an amount 
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FIG. 218. 

equal to its own thickness, and when brought in contact 
with the opposite face of the template a repetition of the 
same movement will cause the desired form to be produced 
on the other side of the tooth of the blank. One correctly 
formed template is thus made to serve for cutting a num
ber of bevel wheels. 

It is possible to construct bevel-wheels with spirally 
formed teeth, as in Fig. 2 19. These wheels differ from the 
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skew-bevel wheels of Fig. 205 in that the axes of the wheels 
intersect, so that the pitch surfaces are of course cones, and 
not hyperboloids. The teeth are no longer straight, but 
follow helical curves traced on the conical surfaces. Such 

I 

FIG. 219. 

-,,,vheels correspond in fact to screw-wheels, and have recently 
met with considerable favor on the continent of Europe, 
several French and German gear-cutting machines being 
specially designed for producing them. The teeth of spiral 
bevel-wheels usually follow a conical helix of constant pitch, 
the projection on the base of the cone being an Archimedean 
spiral. 

The velocity ratios of bevel-gear mechanisms can be 
determined by aid of the principles discussed in §§ 68 
and 69, and these gears may be arranged so as to corre
spond -,,,vith the various compound or epicyclic trains de
scribed in a previous chapter; they may include annular 
wheels, and the general methods of determining their ve]oc
ity ratios are the same as those employed in the cases 
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previously discussed. We shall take a few examples which 
will make this clear. 

In Fig. 220 is represented a well-known geara* which 
finds wide application. It consists of four bevel-wheels 
a, b, c, d, the frame or fixed link being e ;  of these wheels a 
and b are of the same size, and c and d are also equal. The 
axes of the wheels intersect at right angles as shown. 

FIG. 220. 

If we imagine the frame e to be the fixed link, it is ob
vious that the following relations will hold : 

Wn, = - wd, = W,d ' 

Wbe = - 'Pc , = W,c• 

We have also 
W0, _ PN WJ,.,_- - -- === - - ·  
W6, PM Wb, 

and Wa, + Wed = Wad• 

Hence w., =½wad 
and W,a = ½wda• 

Similarly, We, · = ½web 
and Wee =½wbc. 

* The so-called " Differential" Bevel-gear. 
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\Ve thus see that if a be the fixed link, e will revolve 
around the axis 'fvfO with one half the angular velocity of 
d, and in the same sense. 

A compound reverted bevel-gear train is shown in Fig. 
2 2 1  ; in this particular case the axes do not intersect at 
right angles. In order to find the angular velocity ratio 
of a and c we have 

PN wbd QS . 
-wbd = -PM and 

wed = QR ' 

Wad PN . QS thus 
wed = PM . QR 

TR . QS 
= TV. QR · 

,,
/ .,.,

/
/ .,

/ ,, 
/,,,,, M 

a 

C 

FIG. 221. 

If now we denote the angles TOS, QOS, and ROS by a, 

p, ande{} respectively, it is evident that 

wad sin ( (} - a) sin {J 
w,d =sin (0 -{J) sin a· 
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Let n be the numerical value of this expression. If now 
we imagine that c makes one revolution, d being fixed, a 
will make n revolutions in the same sense. Let the whole 
mechanism receive one revolution in the negative sense 
about the axis OS, so that c is brought to rest, and d makes 
one revolution in the negative sense. While d makes one 
revolution the link a will now be making n - 1 revolutions 
in the sense opposite to that of the rotation of d. We then 
find that 

COt a - COt fiWac - · ·= n - 1 = ·  •cot fi - cot O 
It should be noted that if the axes are at right angles, 

TR -cot a 
n -- wad - -- + f-1' 

wed QR cot fl 

and 
sin (fi- a)

=n - I = · . •sin a cosofi 

Fig. 2 2 2  shows the way in which the bevel-gear train of 

g 

FIG. 222. 

Fig. 220 is employed as a t\vo-speed gear for transmitting 
power from the engine of an automobile to the driving• 
wheels. The engine:.shaft a is rigidly connected to a bevel-
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,vheel a1 • A second bevel-wheel, b, similar to a1 runs freely 
on the shaft, but can be held at pleasure by the application 
of a band-brake e to its brake-drum b1• The wheel b2 is 
rigidly connected to b and can be driven by the engine
fly-,vheel a2 by means of a friction-clutch c, the details of 
,vhich are not shown. 

A pair of smaller bevel-wheels d
1

, d2 are carried by a 
frame f, which runs freely on the engine-shaft, and has upon 
it the sprocket-,vheel /11 which gears with the pitch-chain 
that transmits the motion to the driving-wheels (see Fig.
167). The fixed piece or frame· of .the mechanism is g.

The gear can be worked under the following four condi
tions : 

(1) Engine running freely. The clutch c is discon
nected, f remains stationary, the brake e is not applied, 
and b rotates with angular velocity equal to that of the 
engine-shaft, but in theo· reverse sense. 

(2) Engine drives sprocket-wheel at low speed. In this 
case b

1 
is held by the brake e, the clutch c is not •in gear, 

and f rotates in the same sense as al' but with only half its 
angular velocity. 

(3) Engine drives sprocket-wheel at high speed. The 
clutch c now connects a2 and b2, the brake e is not applied, 
a, b, and f therefore all revolve together with the same speed, 
and the bevel-wheels have no relative motion at all. 

(4) Carriage is stopped by applying the brake e, the 
clutch c being in gear, thus connecting b and a. 

99. Roller Bearings Involving Spheric· Motion.-W e hav� 
seen that the various links in bevel-gear mechanisms 
have relative spheric motion. Many roller •and ball bear
ings, which may be regarded kinematically as augmented 
turning pairs, present examples of similar relative move
ment, ,vhich will next be discussed. The arrangement
showr:i in Fig. 223 is often employed as a thrust bearing for 
a shaft or pivot on ,vhich a longitudinal pressure is exerted. 
The plates or flanges on which the pressure is taken are 



RQ- "'�• 

,epo.mtcd  by a number of conical rollers, cages or frames 
being usually provided "" as to pn:w:nt the rollers from 
getting out of position .  In suc h a ca"", ii we knowt "'•• 
(the angular ve1ocity of the flani,.,e or collar a with n,gard 
to tk fiJ<ed link b), th" angular n:1ocity of t he roller$ can 
be ahihited in a very simple manner. ln Fig. 023. with 
ref"""1ce to t he fixed link the roller , is turning ahout the 
instantaneous axis OB, w hilcOA is itsinstantancousta:<iswith 

FtG. ,o:,. 

relation to a .  OX is the axis about w hjc h a is tumini:; 
relatively t.o b. T he real motion of <, relatively to b, 
maytthen,fore bet ronsidere d as being thetresult,1ntof t he 
mations of c ttbtively to a, and of a relati,1,]y to b 

From ;i pole P we draw the n,ctru- PQ, repu,s,,nting "'••• 
aocording t.o th� conve11tion of i 1 6 .  T he line PR is 
t hen drn,.·n parallel t.o BO, the inst.ant.moous axis oft , 
with n,gard t.o b, .�n,I it meets a line QK drawn pai,,llel to 
AO. Plainly c revoh·cs relatiwly to b in at""""" s hown by 
t he arrow-head on PR, and t he arrov,-h�a..d 011 N.Q gives the 
""n"" in w hic h a tum• ,,,;th regard to •· PQK is then a 
t.ria.nglcofangulartvc!ociti"'8tin w hich 

PRt- ,.,., 

and PQ, t.he result.ant of QR an<! RP, must represent the 
resultantoft.,N andt,..,,,t namely,t "'••· 



The motion of the rolle,ot,: with resl""t to the links with 
w h;c h it 1,airstiscvidcntlythets:1me as t hat of ath<,s•cl-wtheel, 
an<ltthc w holetreal\ytlorms a spherictmochani<m 

Xextt supp;:,,e that t he rollersaretcylin<lrico.l,as in Fig 
2,4, and, :.S b<,fore, let OA, OH he t he ,·irtual axes of a and 
c and of , and b .  The motion of t hetro!lcr c rob.tivcly to 
a or to b, may now he show n to ronsist of ,t•lJi�g about an 
axis parallel to OC, ron1bined w ith  a spi� about an axis 
parallel to AB. Ift"" draw the triangle of velocities, as 
klore. and proceed to resoh·e "·• into two romponcnu, 
one (PS)p<1.-,dlcl to thetsurfa,...,s int rontact, and t he other 

(SR) normal to  t ho,,e surfaceo, "" may evidently oonsi<\"1' 
t he real motion of c :relativcly to b as bcing duc to a roll
ing PS combined with a spinning SR. The latter line then 
rep:resent s t he angu\artvelocity w it h ••,hic h c is bcing twisted 
about at,·erticaltaxisintordert totwmpelt itt tot traveltruund 
in a circular path. In  t hetsame w ayRT givcs t hctspinning 
,·c\oeity of at :relatively tot c. In Fig. UJ the f orm of t he 
rollers issueh t hat .. ,. has no oomponent normal to thc sur
facto of contactt; bencc in t hat case t hereis,as ha.s alrua<ly 
\Jeen"'-"'11,nospinning,but atrclativetrnotionoftroUingtonly. 

In Fig.2,4 t het \inc ST gh•cs\hetotal spinning at A and 
at B; t his istc,•i<lently "'{ual to PQ, t he nelative angular 
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velocity of a and b about the axis OX. The condition for 
rolling without spinning is that the instantaneous axis of 
the two bodies shall lie in the tangent plane at the point 
of contact (§ 6)a; this is the case in Fig. 2 2 3 ,  but not in 
Fig. 224. 

Roller-bearings are often used for the journals of shaftsa: 
but the rollers are then parallel, instead of conical, and 
their motion is not spheric but plane. 

100 Ball-bearings. - "then balls are substituted for 
rollers, the motion is in general spheric, and Fig. 2 2 5 shows 
diagrammatically the arrangement of a number of typical 
ball-bearings, as applied to shaft-journals (a, b, c) and to a 
footstep- or thrust-bearing (d). It \vill be seen that these 
bearings may be classified into two-, three-, or four-point 
bearings, according to the number of points of contact be
tween each ball and its races. The form (a) is a two-point 
bearing, and in practice it is necessary to give the working 
surfaces of the races a slight curvature in the direction of 
the axis of the shaft, as shown, in order to keep the balls 
in position. At (b) is shown a four-point bearing, and at (c) 
a two-point bearing, as used for the wheel or crank-axle 
bearing of a bicycle ; (d) is a three-point thrust-bearing. 
Both the balls and their races are made of the hardest suit
able material, so as to reduce as far as possible the surface 
of contact. If the geometrical forms of the parts ,,,ere 
exact, and if the material ,vere perfectly rigid, contact 
would take place at points only, and any loss due to spinning 
friction at such points of contact would be negligible. 
Actually, however, this loss is quite appreciable, especially 
where the balls are heavily loaded, and, other things being 
equal, the best ball-bearing ,vill be one in which this spinning 
of the balls about axes normal to their surfaces of contact 
is reduced to a minimum. The loss from rolling friction 
is not of such great importance. The method of deter
mining the rolling and spinning velocities of the balls will 
now be considered for various cases. 
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In Fig. 226 is represented a chain consisting of a fixed 
cone b, and a ball c rotating in contact with b and also in 

(a) (b) 

(C) 

l (d) 

FrG. 225. 

contact with the movable cone a. This movable cone 



rotat<.-st relati,·ely to b aboutt their common ax is XY. !tt is 
required to ,!etermine the motion of the ball c. The ,.-hole 
arrangc.-mcnt may be supposed to form one ponion of a t,.,..,. 
JXrint 0011.bcaring, the ,;ones a anJ b l>cing the t:illb'Cnt 
cones to the coTVed races in such a hearing as Fig. 025  (c) 

In order to sec more clearly the nature of the relutin, 
movement of the hall and coon, �upp<:..e the 0011 to he 

b a ht f 

:::t ;1,t �::t ::��::��
r

��:t ::::7: �: 
tfre angular ,·elocity oft" and b; then the l inear velocity of 
the point A in a dir-ectk::m normal to the plane of the puper 
will 1,e .. ,,x AM. The velocity of a point A, (on the cone) 

will he ... ,x  (A.\f-7  s in,). while the ,·e\ocityof the point 

A, (on the roller) will he thet "'""" as that o! the JXrint A,, 
namely, .. , , x A M ;  that is. ift "" suppose the roller to be 
moving about the instantaneous ""is H\', or if we suppose 
there i• pure rolling at R. Hence A, on tbctrone and A, on 
the roller will have a relative linear velocity (I\()nna l to the 
plancof thetpaper)equa l t o  

" 
... , . • .  s,ntr, 
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and their relative angular velocity about the axis AB will be 
Jt 

W0b- Sln cp 
2 _ __t _ _  = w b sin cp,

0J
2 

which is in fact the rate at vvhich the ball will spin on the 
cone a if it rolls without spinning on the cone b. In other 
words, the total relative spinning of the ball with regard to •
the cones is w0b sin <p.

In general we have no right to assume that B Y  is the 
virtual axis of c and b, and that A Y is the virtual axis of 
c and a. It is just as likely that these axes are BX and 
AX, in which case there would be a spin w b sin cp at B and 0

pure rolling at A .  \Ve know that the centre of the ball 
travels in a circular path whose plane is perpendicular to 
XY, and that the three virtual axes lie in one plane. That 
the ball has spheric motion will be seen if we imagine that 
the whole bearing receives such a velocity that the centre of 
the ball remains at rest, while b and a rotate about XY with 
angular velocities of different senses. The points A and 
B are now moving perpendicularly to the plane of the paper, 
and the axis of rotation of the ball must therefore be some 
line lying in the plane of the paper, and cutting X Y  in some 
point 0. The position of O will depend on the relative 
amount of rolling and spinning at A and B, and it forms the 
centre of the spheric motion for the whole bearing, so that 
the virtual axes of c and b and of c and a must pass through 
O. The line OC will of course be the axis of rotation of 
the ball, supposing the whole bearing to be moved so that 
C is at rest. To obtain the real motion of the ball when b 

is fixed, we must compound the rotation about OC with 
another about XY. It seems reasonable to suppose
that if the surfaces of contact are equally rough, the total 
spin of the ball on the cones ,,vi11 be equally divided between 
A and B. The various virtual axes will then be as shown 
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in Fig. 2 2 7 ,  where AO is the virtual axis of a and c, and BO 
is the virtual axis of c and b. The point O is found by draw
ing BO parallel to CX when C is the centre of the ball. The 
various velocities are easily found graphically, after the 
manner of Fig. 224. In Fig. 2 2 7  draw PQ representing wa b  to 

p Wab U V 

FIG, 227. 

any convenient scale ; then PR and QR, drawn parallel 
respectively to AO and BO, ,vill represent �: and wc1>· Each 
of these velocities can be resolved into a spin and a roll;  
thus PS is the angular velocity of rolling, and RS that of 
spinning, at A ,  while QT and TR are the rolling and spin
ning velocities at B. We have to sho,v that RT = RS. 

Draw RU parallel to A..-\" or BY, and produce BO to meet 
A){ in Z. Then the triangles .4OX, RPU are similar, and 
the triangles ZOX, RQU are similar, so that 

PU PlJ UR 
UQ = U-R . UQ 



OX ZX -xx · vx
zx 

-AX· 

But by ronstructi.on AX -7.X, since AC-CB. Therefore 
PU - UQ an,! SR -RT, oo that the spin at A is equal to 
thnt at /l 

It is notcwo.-thy thnt ST represents the t<,tal �pinnin� 
at A and B, which is "'adily seen t.o be eq=l to '"•••in I' 

The ,lillcrcncc of the rolling vdocitieo at A and B Ui e,�. 
<lently .. ,.cos I' 

In OTder to find the angubr vdocity of the centre of the 
h,11 around XY, we draw RV parallel t.o OC. We thus 
n,so]w QR, the real angular vdocity of ca bout the ax.is OR 
n,lati,·ely w the fixed link. int.o QV, a rotation about XY, 

and VR, a n>\ationabout OC. QV woukl then be thcangu-

http:ronstructi.on
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' '  A 2 = RT2 = w0c sin a ;  
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lar velocity to be given to the whole bearing so as to bring
the centre of the balls to rest. 

The next example is a three-point thrust-bearing of the 
type of Fig. 2 2 5  (d), as shown in Fig. 2 28.  

In this case it is evident that the ball must roll relatively 
to a about a virtual axis OA1A21 passing through both points 
of contact A 1A 2, while OB must be the virtual axis of c rela
tively to the fixed plate b. Let a and {3 be the angles made 
by the Yirtual axes with the surfaces of contact, then the 
velocity diagram PQR is drawn as in the previous example. 
On resolving wac and web into their component spinning and 
rolling velocities, as shown by the dotted lines, we find that 

Spinning velocity at Aa1' ' ' ' 
' ' ' ' 

=QT1 = wac sin a ;  

' '  B = RS = web sin {3 
= Wab" 

\Ve find also that 
Rolling velocity at Al = RTl = Wac cos a ;  

' '  ' '  ' '  A 2 = RT2 = Wac 
cos a , · ' ' ' ' ' '  B =  PS = wcb cos {i 

= W ac· 

The relative angular velocities for a three-point bearing 
in the more usual case where OAa1A 2 is not perpendicular
to OX will be determined in a numerical example, after 
considering the case of a four-point bearing, which may be 
worked out by similar methods. 

In Fig. 2 2 9  A 1A2 B1B2 are the points'of contact, and 
plainly if there is to be spheric motion on the part of 
c, A1A2 and B1B2 must meet at some point O on XY. 
If this is not the case, slipping will occur at some one 
or more of the points of contact, and the relative motion 
at these points will no longer consist simply of rolling
and spinning combined. In the figure OA 1A2 and OB1B2 

are the virtual axes of a and c, and of b and c, respectively. 
Let w0 be the angular ·velocity of the centre of the ball, 
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so that the linear velocity of the point C in a direc
tion normal to the plane of the paper will be w0 X CL. 
Since A is a point on OA1A2, its linear velocity will be 
wab XAM in the same direction. But b is the fixed link 

X'----�'----='M';;--�L----!:-----Y 
"'ab 

• 

FIG. 229. 

and c is rolling upon it about the axis OB, so that we may
also say that the linear velocity of the point C is wi:b XCB, 
and that of A is w,b X AN. Hence, 

w XCL = wc, X CB, 
W0b 

0 
XAM =w,

b XAN. 
WO CB . AM 

Thus 
w0b = CL. AN • 

• 
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The angular velocity of the centre of ball relatively to a 
is readily found if we imagine that the whole bearing has 
given to it an angular velocity - wab· The centre of ball 
will then be moving with an angular velocity (w0b - w0)
about the axis XY in the same sense as wc'l' and a ,vill be at 
rest. Then 

CL ( w0 ) 
w,a = I - wab•CA wab 

w,a CL CL. AN -CB.AM 
w<Jb = CA .  CL .AN 

CL .AN-CB . AM 
•

CA . AN 

In the same way we may find an expression for web ;
for web X AN = wab X AM, so that 

w,b AM 
- = AN. wab 

The values of the various angular velocities may also be 
obtained graphically, as was done in the case of the three
point bearing of Fig. 228. Draw the triangle PQR (Fig. 
229) representing wab• wbc• and Wea· Then we can resolve web 
into w

0
, the angular velocity of the centre of the ball 

around XY, and we, the angular velocity about OC. 

• Similarly wea can be regarded as the resultant of a veloe
ity we about OC and a velocity - (w0b - �0) about XY. 

In order to find the spinning and rolling at the points of 
contact B1 and Bz, w�b is to be resolved along and perpen
dicular to the surfaces of contact, giving 

angular velocity of spinning at B1 =QT1 ;' 'o ' '  ' '  rolling at B =RTo· . 1 1 ' ' ' ' ' ' '  spinning at B2 =RT2 ;' ' ' ' ' '  rolling at B
2 = QT2• 

In the same way the velocities at A 1 and A2 may be found . 

• 

http:CL.AN-CB.AM
http:CL.AN-CB.AM
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Taking a numerical example, we may determine the 
various velocities in the three-point bearing shown in Fig.
230, the dimensions being: 

Diameter of balls.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o . 2 s inch 
" Distance of ball centre from axis (CL) . .  o . 5 

30°Angle ofcone of ball-race b. . . . . . . . . . . .
' ' a . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30

0 

' ' p... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

I 
I 

�------------------------- !R 
,I 

0 o. 1 0.2  0.3 0.4 0 5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 INCH 
..._ _.__ _.__�------.1--.,___...J..__--1..._  ---L._---JI...---J 

7 
1</° 200 300 400 REVS, PER MIN, 

1 -- - -------JI-..... - ---''

FIG. 230. 



Again, Wea = wa b x  

= 200 { <?.•4?0 _ o.: �  1 S X 0.309 } 

CA - CA . AN 

• 
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After drawing CB, CL, A1V, A1\J, we find CA = o. 108, 
CB =0.115 ,  CL =0.400, A1V = 0. 2  18, Ai\1 =0.309. Let us 
suppose that wab is 200 revolutions per minute. Then the 
velocity of centre of balls 

CB . Al\,{ 200 X o. I I 5 X 0.309 
w = wab x-- - = - -- -'---� 

0 CL .AN o.400 X o.218  
=81 . 2  r.p.m. about axis XY. 

0.108 o.108 Xo.2r8 

{ 
CL CB . A1v.f } 

= 440 r.p.m. about axis OA, : . 
and 

0.309 
web = 200 X 8 = 284 r.p.m. about OB.0.2 I 

In order to determine the spinning and rolling we have 
Angular velocity of spinning at B1 = w,b sin fi 

(SR on diagram) = 284 X 0.342 
= roo.5 r.p.m. 

Angular velocity of rolling at B1 = web COS {i 
(SP on diagram) = 284 X 0.9396 

= 267 r.p.m. 
Angular velocity of spinning at A 2 or A 1 = wae sin a 

(QT2 or QT1 on diagram) , = 440 X 0.5 
= 220 r.p.m. 

Angular velocity of rolling at A 2 or A1 = Wac COS a 
(RT2 or RT1 on diagram) = 440 X o.866 

= 381 r.p.m. 

The reader should check these numbers by drawing the 
velocity diagram for himself, and measuring the various 
lines representing the velocities. 

To compare the relative merits of different ball-bearings 
we should have to calculate not only the velocities, but also 
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the pressures between the surfaces at the points of contact ; 
the work ,vasted in various cases could then be estimated. 
This part of the work, however, belongs to Dynamics
rather than to Kinematics. 

For further information on the subject of ball-bearings
the reader is referred to Sharp's " Bicycles and Tricycles," 
Chapter XXV, and to a number of papers in various engi
neering periodicals.* 

* Engineering, April 12, 1901. Zeitschrift d. V. D. I., Jan. 27, 1900; ibid., 
Jan., 1901, pp. 73 and 119; ibid., Jan., 1901, p. 332. 
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	SPHERIC MOTION. 
	96. Spheric Motion in General. -Spheric motion has already been defined in § 6, and it has been explainedthat in such motion any given point in the moving body remains on the surface of a sphere described about a certain fixed point as centre. Two bodies having relative sphericmotion ,vill therefore have this point as a common centre. 
	\Ve can studv the relative motion of two or more such 
	-· 
	bodies by imagining that they are cut by a sphere described 
	about the common point as centre, and we can then consider the movement of these spheric sections exactly as we considered the motion of the plane sections or projections of bodies having plane motion. Plane motion may indeed be looked upon as a particular case of spheric motion where the radius of the sphere is infinitely great.
	\Ve may therefore suppose that propositions proved with regard to plane motion ,vill hold good, ,vith certain necessarymodifications, ,vith regard to spheric motion also. It will convenient, first of all, to consider the motion of a spheric figure on the sphere of motion, just as we CQ!1sidered in § 5 the motion of a plane figure in the plane of motion. The position of the spheric figure ,vill of course be defined if we know the position of two of its points.
	be 

	In Fig. 206 (a) a figure on the surface of a sphere LI'.1N has the positions of two of its points (.14 and B) defined. Let the figure, which represents a body having spheric motion, be moved from a position ..14.B to a new position, .4B; the movement being executed in a very small period 
	1
	1 

	3o4 
	of time, and being therefon, an uoe<:dingly £m'lll disphc•>· mentt. The paths of the points A and B will then practically coincide with portioru of great circles pa"-'!.ing through A and A,, and Band R,. respecti,•e\y. Now let an.-. u( gn,at circk.-s be drawn J)3$1Singthrough Land JI. the middle points of AA, and BB,: let the pl:,.n,.. of lh\'$e g,-e.>.ttcird._.. be rospccti,•cly perpendicular to thoac of the great cittlcs ALA,and /1.H B,. and let them intersect at N. Draw ON po.ssing 
	Figure
	throughO.ttheeentreufthctsphcrc. ltistti-tevidenttthat the actual .,nail displacement of th<, t.ody AB is the same Mifithadtundcrgonearu1.a1;onaboutthetaxil<O.V,forX i• the point on the surfa"" of the sphere at which A,\, and BB, subtend equal spherical angles. This fono...-. from the 
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	fact that the spherical triangles ANB and ANBare equal in all respects. 
	1
	1 

	It may happen that Land 11{ both lie on the same great circle, as in Fig. 206 (b), in \vhich case our construction fails. The point N is no\V to be taken at the intersection of the great circles AB and AB, and it is evident, as before, that the angle subtended at 1\J by the arcs AAand BBis the same, and that 01V is the axis of rotation. Any actual motion of .4B on the surface of the sphere may be cons1<lered as being made up of a series of infinitely small displacements, to each of which there corresponds o
	1
	1
	1 
	1 

	01.V. 01\is therefore the vi1tual axis of the motion of AB with regard to the sphere. The reader should compare the foregoing argument with that in § 5 applying to plane motion. 
	· 

	\Ve may call the surface described by 01'1 in the sphere the axode of AB with respect to the sphere. Two bodies, a and b, having relative spheric motion will of course have a pair of such axodes ; the axode of a being imagined as beingdescribed in the body b and vice versa, just as in the case of plane motion: and, further, this relative motion maybe represented by the rolling together of such axodes. 
	Perhaps an example may make this clearer. Fig. 207 heeJs; their axes intersecting at 0. These wheels are intended to transmit angular motion uniformly between shafts whose axes intersect, and their n1otion ,vill evidently be exactly the same as that of a pair of circular cones of correspondingshape rolling together ,-vithout slipping, and having a common apex at 0. A pair of such cones, a and b, and their frame, c, will have relative spheric motion about the point 
	represents the pitch surfaces of a pair of bevel-v.
	r
	-

	0. The lines 0A ar. and 0Ab, are of course the axes of a and b ,,vith respect to the frame c; the line 0Ac.!> aJong v..·hich the cones are in contact is the virtual axis of a v.rith respect to b, and the surface of each cone is there£ ore the ax ode of the other. (Compare the relation between the pitch surfaces in spur-gearing.) 
	11$-
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	tratetthetrom,spondingprol""'itionfortplanernotiontis repeat<,,;.lhere. 
	Lctthcbodie1bea,b,andc; ther<:mustbctsomcpoint in •!X'ce, 0, whi<,h i< common t.o the three bodies, and through which. thcrefon,, their three ,·irtual axeg must 
	Łlwaystpass. Lctthc!X'per(i:nFig.,oS)representthetpro
	-

	jc,ction of part of a •pherical surface, and Jct 0,., o_, and a .. n,prescnt the troces on thi• surface of the virtual axes N, and 0.1,., respective!)·. Then, following thc rcasonini: of I 5, we may say that the line 0A_ heloo,:s. forth<,instantoonsidered, to both a andc. As aHne 
	0A • ., 0A

	Figure
	•inaitti,tumingrelativelytobnbouttthetlinc0.l,.,nndti• u,crefol't' moving in au;rectionperpendiculartothcplane containing 0A_ and 0A,, .• -\staline inc it must �imilarly t,,. m"'�ni: in a plane J"'rpcnolicular to the plane containing 0A_ n11d 0,1.,. The line 0,1_ is therefore moving ina plane normal to each of two planes which rontain it. and th""' two pL�nes m\!st coincide. The throe line< 0A,, 0,1_, and 0:1., thus lie in one pbne. _ 
	97. Spheric Mechanis.m• huinc Lower Pairin,-. Tho Cnnic Quadric Crlilk-chain,-lt is nut Uilf,cult to devise 
	mechaniuru< w,-rusponding to the pL�nc mc.,hanisms of C!i.,ptcr Ill and I\', but ha,·ing spheric motion of the�-:>.riou• linb. To do this it is only necessary to arrange that the ax<.'I of all turning pairs meet in a point instead of being parallel,n!lt\tli.,ttthetlincstofmotionofffl<lingpu.irslollow i.reatcireleoonthet•urfuceoftthctsphcreoftmotion 
	The axod._.. of the links of such me<::ha11isms will, as we 
	have seen, be conical surfaces (not necessarily circular cones), and the mechanisms are therefore called by Reuieaux co1iic chains. ,.� model representing a conic quadric crank-chain is shown in Fig. 209, and it may be remarked that, as in the case of plane mechanisins, the actual form of the links is unimportant from a kinematic point of view so long as the axes of the elements are in the correct position and the links do not foul one another during motion. The reader should compare the chain of Fig. 209 
	In studying conic mechanisms we may note that, instead of considering the actual lengths of the various links, we have 
	Figure
	FIG. 209. 
	now to deal with the angles subtended by those links at the centre of the sphere. The relation between a plane mechanism and the corresponding spheric chain is in this respect like the relation between a plane triangle and a spherical one. In order to connect the elements of two turning pairsmaking an angle a with one another, we can thus use either a link subtendit1g the angle a or one subtending 180-a. 
	° 
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	Such a substitution may of course totally alter the appearance of the mechanism, but will produce no kinematic change. 
	The reader will recall the way in ,vhich we imagined the plane or cylindric quadric crank-chain of Fig. 60 to have one of its pairs transformed from a turning to a sliding JJair. This change involved the expansion of the elements of the turning pair cd until the radius of their working surfaces 210 is illustrated the corresponding alteration by which a conic q11adric crank-chain 210 (b} is a conic lever-crank chain, in which the angle of the links a and b is in eacl1 case 90. It will be evident that by in
	became infinitely great. In F1g. 
	becon1es a conic slider-crank chain. The chain of Fig. 
	° 
	i.'1 the plane mechanism. The sketch Fig. 
	° 
	c 
	ad· 

	As an exercise the reader should endeavor to devise for himself spheric mechanisms corresponding to other simple plane mechanisms. Comparatively few conic crank-trains have found application in practice,* and in general their industrial importance is not very great. vVe shall proceed to follow somewhat more closely the action of the conic quadric crank-chain, ,vhich is utilized in the form of the 
	* For a discussion of one of these, the Tower Spherical Engine, a conic chamber quadric crank.chain, see Kennedy, Mechanics of :Machinery. 65. 
	§ 

	Figure
	well-kriown Hooke'• or Uni,-Ł1 Joint, for connecting shafts wh<.e """" are not parJ.lld and n,e;,t in a point 
	One arran1,,e,nent of this mechani,im is shown in Fig. 
	Figure
	,,,a,togethertwithta,!i:lgram, Fig.,,,b.sh<>wingtthevariouslinksdrawnonthesurfacc of asphtte, after the fashion 
	Figure
	o!Fig.210(a). Theplaneofthetpaperissupposed to he that of the axes OA., ar.d OA_, band d being the links rom,•ponding to thettwoohaft.. while a is the fixed link,andG 
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	connects b and d. lVe \.vish to find, for any given position of the n1echanisrn, the angular velocity ratio of b and d. The links b, c, and d each subtend an angle of 90at the centre of the sphere, while a subtends an angle equal to 180-(angle bet\veen axes of shafts). 
	° 
	° 

	It may be noted that while b and d ,vill obviously perform successive quarter-revolutions in equal times, their angular velocities are not necessarily equal in any given pos1t1on. The angular velocities will in fact be equal at only four points in each revolution. 
	lTtilizing the proposition of § 96, we can easily find the 2 r ra and 2 r 1b. Thus 0.-l bd must lie in the plane containing OAand OA d: it must and OA•Similarly the
	Yirtual axes of the mechanism of Figs. 
	ab 
	a
	also lie in that containing OA
	cd 
	b

	· point A ac is found at the intersection of the great circles rdAod and A.In the case of spheric motion it is important to remember that the virtual axis of two moving bodies is a line which is common for the instant to the two bodies, and which has the same angular Yelocity whether it is regarded as belonging to one or to the other. This statement corresponds in the case of plane motion to the definition of a virtual centre as that point in the projection of the two bodies on the plane of motion which is
	passing through A
	ab
	4
	be
	' 
	graphically. In Fig. 
	bd
	gential to the great circle Ao
	c

	b is of course ' and this 
	point in b) about the axis O.A.
	a
	P
	Ł
	i 

	must be equal to the angular velocity of the link b with respect to the fixed link a. Similarly, since Pis also a point 
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	in d, the angular ,·elocity of d must be , where P J\,[ and PN are the perpendiculars dropped from Pon to OAb and 
	Ł
	0

	0.11arespectively. Thus it follows that 
	0d 

	wba 
	wba 
	P1V 

	= 
	·pJtJ·
	Wda 
	It ,vill be seen that the determination of the angular velocity ratio in this way involves the finding of the axis OA ha• which can only be done by drawing the plane projection of the whole mechanism in each position for which the velocity ratio is required. Since each such projection generally involves drawing three ellipses, the process is not very convenient, except in the cases \vhere the plane of the link b makes an angle of 90with. or coincides in position with, the plane ·of the link a. The latter p
	° 
	ua·

	21 2Let O be the angle between the axes of b and d, let a be the angle made by the plane of b with a plane normal to the plane of the paper and containing OA,,1., and let [J be the angle between the plane of d and that of the paper. As before, the 
	The positions mentioned are shown in Fig. 
	. 

	• and OAIt is evident from the figure that when a=o, p =o, and 
	plane of the paper contains OA
	00 
	ad
	· 
	then 

	I cos {j. 
	7r 'Tr 
	= 
	-

	Similarlv \vhen a and 8 = -. we have 
	• 

	2 2 
	PN 
	Figure

	cos 0.
	=a

	PJ.J 
	The value of the angular velocity ratio may also be 213 shows three views of the mechanism. namely, a projection on the plane containing OAand OAa, a projection on a plane perpendicular to 
	found in another \vay. Fig. 
	11

	011 
	ad' and one on a plane perpendicular to 0.4 ab· In the 
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	latter view the ellipse .4' D'C' represents the projection of the path of the point 5 (the join of the links c and d), "·h1le the circle A'B'C' represents the projection of the path of R,the join of c and b. If now we draw the angle A'OR' = a, so that OR' is the projection of the link b, the corresponding projection of the line 0.'5 will be 05'. The real angle ROS is of course a right angle, being equal to the anglesubtended by the link c; and since the line OR' lies in the plane of the paper, the projecti
	It is plain from the fi
	gu

	S" V" S'V' S' V' 
	tan (J cos o 
	= = 
	OV" OV' = tan a cos fJ. 
	OS 
	= 

	From this expression, 0 being constant, we get a relation between a and {3. By differentiation with regard to time 
	2r.1 2 
	d
	{J 
	da

	secŁ = cos Osec 
	dt 

	di"' 
	a

	· 
	. da d
	{J

	wba and 
	Therefore smce 
	dt 
	= 
	dt 
	= wd
	a
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	I +tan{i
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	Wb_ 
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	Wd-S•
	eC 
	2
	a COS (}

	a 
	But tan (J tan a cos 0. Hence 
	=

	COSa
	2

	-·
	= 
	Wb
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	+s1na cos 8
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	wda 
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	Similarly it may be shown that 
	I -cos{i sin{} • 
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	The velocity ratio plainly has its maximum value(: )
	0

	co\vhen a=/3 o, -r., 2r., etc., and its minimum value (cos 0) rr, 31r 
	=
	· 
	,

	\vhen a=(3 etc.; results which agree with those 
	sr., 

	2 2 2 
	previously obtained. In order to find the positions in which the shafts have 
	the same angular velocity \Ve have only to put = r and 
	w
	ba 

	w,l
	a 

	r -· sina=cos (} ( r -sin a cos 0) 
	2 
	2 

	I -COS (} 
	or s1n a
	=

	I -cos2 fJ. 
	• 2 

	For examp]e, if 030and cos O 0.86602, we have 
	= 
	° 
	=

	0.13398 
	• 2 

	s1n a= 0.53590 
	= 
	,

	0.2 5001 
	sin a± 0.73205. 
	= 

	The two shafts will then be moving with the same angular474', 13236', 2274', or 31236'; that is to say, four times in each revolution. 
	velocity when aa
	= 
	° 
	° 
	° 
	° 

	It is evident from the relations thus obtained that if we connect t\vo shafts by means of an intermediate piece and t\vo similar universal joints, as is done, for example, in the feed gear of certain milling machines, then if the shafts are parallel so that 8= -0, we have a=/3, and the shaft'3 ,vill have uniform velocity ratio; the inequality of motion caused by the first universal joint being exactly compensated by the second. 
	1 
	2
	1 
	2

	The method of studying the action of the conic quadric crank-chain may serve as an example of the way in whic11 other conic mechanisms having lower pairing may be treated. 
	98. Spheric Mechanisms having Higher Pairing. Bevel
	gear.-Each of the spheric mechanisms discussed in the pre.ceding section is the representative of a plane mechanism, the essential difference being that in a spheric mechanism 
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	the axes meet in a point instead of being parallel, and the relative motion of the links is spheric instead of plane. 
	If �·e consider in a similar manner the change which ,vould take place if the axes in spur gearing were made to intersect instead of being parallel, it is plain that the cylindrical pitch surfaces would become coftes, whose apices ,vould lie at the point of intersection of the axes. The toothed wheels, whose relative motion corresponds to the rolling together of such conical pitch surfaces, are known as bevel-wheels, and such relative motion is, of course, spheric motion, as was shown ine§ 96. 
	If we go a step further and imagine that the axes are not parallel and do not intersect, then the pitch surfaces become hyperboloids and the relative motion is scre,v motion, a state of things which has already been considered in Chapter XI. 
	M 
	N ------
	FIG. 214. 
	Two right circular cones, a and b, whose axes are AQ and BQ, are in contact as represented in Fig. 214. If these cones are so rotated that there is no relative slipping at one point of contact, L, and if the point Q is the common apex of both cones, then at every other point of contact there will 
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	· also be rolling, without any sliding motion. Let the plane of the paper contain the axes QA and QB and the line of contact QL; then, if there is no slipping at L, and if 
	ac 
	w

	and wbare the angular velocities of a and b, relatively to c,
	, 
	the fixed ]ink (not shown in the figure), we shall have 
	Ve LJv 
	Figure

	L1vle· Vee' 
	where Ve is the common linear velocity of the two cones 
	at pla
	at pla
	at pla
	L, measured, of ne of the paper. 
	course, in Hence 
	a direction normal 
	to 
	the 

	TR
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	Further, if there is to be no slipping at another point of contact, l, we must have 
	Figure
	• 
	ln LiV 
	a relation which shows that when -= -the circular 
	lni L1vl 
	sections at ln and l,n will roll together if the sections at LN and Lli1 do so. vVe may note that 
	sin BQL 
	W
	ac 

	wbc = " 
	sin AQL

	It is easy therefore to lay out the pitch surfaces for a pair of bevel-,vheels having any desired velocity ratio. We have only to arrange two cones having a common apex, and having a line of contact such that the lengths of the perpendiculars dropped from any point on it to the axes are inversely as the angular velocities. The cones need not necessarily have external contact. Bevel-wheels having internal contact can be made; an internal bevel-wheel corresponds to an annular spur-wheel. 
	In practice frustra of the pitch-cones are used for the 
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	pitch surfaces of bevel-wheels, and slipping is prevented by forming teeth on these pitch surfaces, exactly as in the case of spur-wheels, with the important difference that in the case of bevel-wheels the teeth are not of uniform section, but taper in such a fashion that they would vanish at the apex of the pitch-cone if they were continued to that point.* 214 the virtual axes are, of course, QA, QL, and QB, QL being the virtual axis of a with regard to b. The third (fixed) link of the train is not shown. 
	In Fig. 

	In Chapter VII, ,vhen studying the formation of the tooth profiles for spur gearing, we considered these as being plane curves, described upon a plane normal to the axes of the wheels and (in the case of cycloidal teeth) generated by the rolling together of the describing circles and the pitch-circles. It would perhaps have been more correct if we had considered the tooth surfaces as being generatedby the rolling together of pitch surf aces and describing c'ylinders. In the case of bevel gearing the corresp
	It is possible to assume the form of the working surface of the tooth of one bevel-wheel, and then to devise the form of the corresponding tooth of another wheel-gearing with the first ,vith uniform velocity ratio. The necessary and sufficient condition for such uniformity will be that in anyspheric section of the pair of teeth, dra,vn with the intersection of the axes as centre, a great circle dra,vn to cut the tooth profiles at right angles at their point of contact ,vill pass through the virtual axis of
	* See Fig. 207. 
	t.o the plane involuu: or cydoidal curves u""'1 in the ease of. plane mottion, and we.hall nowcliscu,.. the way in which we may imagine involute beve!-whocl I.C<lth profiles t.o he gen ..-rat«! In Fig. "5 th<: CUl"\'es MSC, NTD repn.-s,,nt the 
	Figure
	traces, on a sphcrical "'"·lace whole rem.re Is 0, of two rightein:ulart<OllCS, having a,,:estOl'tand OQ. The gn,attcirclc APRQH lies in the pLn"' cotnminini: OP and OQ. A pbT>e I.ouching th<l two OO!X'S inltf'SectS the 1pherical rurfaee in MR.\", which UI, ol course, an arc of a great circle. If now we ,uppotsc that th,, pbrne surface O.\IN takd the fotrm of a flexible sheet. it will bet"""" that" rotation oft.he two "°""" in the ""1lse of the ll1Tow, wonld cause the sheet to ""'I' itself around the rotnc 
	-

	volutes, of course, always touching at L. The line OL v.ill thus describe on the cone OSJ1 the ruled surface OSL, and the somewhat similar surface OT L will be generated by the relative motion of OL and the cone OTN. These surfaces will roll and slide together, alvvays being in contact along such a line as OL, if the cones rotate with uniform velocity ratio; and they can therefore be used as the vvorking faces of the teeth of a pair of bevel-wheels whose axes are OP and OQ. The pitch surfaces of these wheel
	1
	gu
	gu

	In practice it is not convenient to use spherical surfaces for drawing; in setting out the teeth of bevel-vvheels it is therefore necessary to adopt a somewhat different method (due to Tredgold) vvhich gives results closely approximating to the truth. 
	In Fig. 216, 0.4R, OBR represent the pitch surfaces of a pair of bevel-wheels, projected on a plane containing the axes OP, OQ. The arc APRQB is the trace of a spherical surface drawn with centre 0, on which surface the outlines of the teeth should properly be described. For this surface we substitute the developable surfaces of the tvvo cones XAR, YBR which touch the spherical surface along the pitch-circles AR, BR of the bevel-wheels. It is evident that these cones are in fact the same as the cones menti
	s 
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	and their curved surfaces are normal to the pitch surfaces of the wheels. The arcs RV and RW, drawn with X and Y as centres respectively, are in fact the developments of 
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	FIG. 216. 
	portions of the pitch-circles AR, BR, and it is on these lines as pitch-circles that the tooth profiles are to be drawn.* No considerable error is introduced by this construction so long as the bevel-,vheel has more than 24 teeth. 
	In recent years a number of machines have been designed for the purpose of cutting bevel-wheel teeth t ; one of the most important and interesting from a kinematic point of view is that devised by Hugo Bilgram t for cutting teeth of the involute form. In this machine the correct form of 
	* See Unwin, Machine Design, Vol. I. § 208. Trans. Am. Soc. M. E., Vol. XXII. p. 672. 
	t 

	See Engineerin,f, Vol. XL. p. 21; also Journal of the Franklin Inst.Aug.
	t 
	, 
	, 

	1886. 
	tooth is generated by the relative motion of a V-shaped cutter, representing the involute tooth of an imaginaryplane bevel-wheel or crown-wheel, and of the wheel blank. The latter is rotated, during the formation of each face of each tooth, about its proper virtual axis. The meaningof the term plane bevel-wheel will be seen from Fig. 217. 
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	FIG. 217. 
	In this figure the pitch surface of a is a cone whose vertical angle is 2 (:-a), ,vhere a is the angle between the axes. The pitch surface of b then has a vertical angle of 180and 
	° 

	is a plane. From the figure ,ve see that 
	Figure
	With the same angle between the axes we might also have a wheel ' of vertical angle 2 ( -[:-a]) gearing with a. In this case we should have a velocity ratio 
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	If in Fig. 217 we suppose the pitch surface of the plane,vheel b to be fixed, and the wheel a to be rolled upon it,jt is plain that a cutting-tool reciprocating along a diameter of the pitch surface of b will in successive cuts, if properly adjusted, form a tooth space in the wheel blank corresponding-to a. It is on this principle that the action of the Bilgram machine depends. 
	In another class of bevel-gear-cutting machines we may place those using a master gear or template. The mode of operation of the Rice gear-cutting machine, which is of this type, is illustrated in a diagrammatic fashion in Fig. 218; the details of the actual machine being somewhat differently arranged.o· The blank A, from which the bevel-wheel is to be cut, has the tooth spaces roughly gashed out, and is mounted on a shaft to which is secured a template or master wheel B, having teeth of the correct profi
	carries an arm E
	1

	plane face of F, it is evident that the relative motion of F and Bwill be copied on a reduced scale by Cand A, and the cutter will therefore form one side of one tooth of the blank wheel. vVith reference to the fixed link E, the blank and template are at any instant really rotating about some such axis as OR. In order to cut the opposite side of the tooth, the stop F must be moved parallel to itself by an amount 
	/ III I I : I' D I' B \ 
	III 
	III 
	III 
	II! 
	E 

	vi 
	vi 

	TR
	FIG. 218. 


	equal to its own thickness, and when brought in contact with the opposite face of the template a repetition of the same movement will cause the desired form to be produced on the other side of the tooth of the blank. One correctly formed template is thus made to serve for cutting a number of bevel wheels. 
	It is possible to construct bevel-wheels with spirally formed teeth, as in Fig. 219. These wheels differ from the 
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	205 in that the axes of the wheels intersect, so that the pitch surfaces are of course cones, and not hyperboloids. The teeth are no longer straight, but follow helical curves traced on the conical surfaces. Such 
	skew-bevel wheels of Fig. 

	I 
	Figure
	FIG. 219. 
	-,,,vheels correspond in fact to screw-wheels, and have recently met with considerable favor on the continent of Europe, several French and German gear-cutting machines being specially desied for producing them. The teeth of spiral bevel-wheels usually follow a conical helix of constant pitch, the projection on the base of the cone being an Archimedean spiral. 
	gn

	The velocity ratios of bevel-gear mechanisms can be determined by aid of the principles discussed in §§ 68 and 69, and these gears may be arranged so as to correspond -,,,vith the various compound or epicyclic trains described in a previous chapter; they may include annular wheels, and the general methods of determining their ve]ocity ratios are the same as those employed in the cases 
	previously discussed. We shall take a few examples which will make this clear. 
	220 is represented a well-known geara* which finds wide application. It consists of four bevel-wheels a, b, c, d, the frame or fixed link being e; of these wheels a and b are of the same size, and c and d are also equal. The axes of the wheels intersect at right angles as shown. 
	In Fig. 

	Figure
	FIG. 220. 
	If we imagine the frame e to be the fixed link, it is obvious that the following relations will hold: 
	Wn, = -wd, =W,d' Wbe = -'Pc , W,c• 
	= 

	We have also 
	, _ PN WJ,
	W
	0
	.,_

	----=== --· 
	6, PM b, 
	W
	W

	Wa, + Wed WHence ad W,a =½wda• Similarly, We, · =½wand Wee =½w. 
	and 
	= 
	ad
	• 
	w., 
	=½w
	and 
	eb 
	bc

	* The so-called "Differential" Bevel-gear. 
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	\Ve thus see that if a be the fixed link, e will revolve around the axis 'fvfO with one half the angular velocity of d, and in the same sense. 
	A compound reverted bevel-gear train is shown in Fig. 221 ; in this particular case the axes do not intersect at right angles. In order to find the angular velocity ratio of a and c we have 
	PN wQS
	bd 
	. 

	-
	wbd = wed = 
	-
	PM 
	and 
	QR' 

	PN .QS 
	W
	a
	d 

	thus 
	wed = 
	wed = 
	PM .QR 

	TR .QS = · 
	TV. QR

	,,/ .,.,// .,/ ,, /,,,,, M a 
	C 
	FIG. 221. 
	If now we denote the angles TOS, QOS, and ROS by a, p, ande{} respectively, it is evident that 
	ad sin ( (} -a) sin {J 
	w

	w,d =sin (0-{J) sin a
	· 
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	Let n be the numerical value of this expression. If now we imagine that c makes one revolution, d being fixed, a will make n revolutions in the same sense. Let the whole mechanism receive one revolution in the negative sense about the axis OS, so that c is brought to rest, and d makes one revolution in the negative sense. While d makes one revolution the link a will now be making n -1 revolutions in the sense opposite to that of the rotation of d. We then find that 
	COt a-COt fi
	-··
	W
	ac 

	=n-1=· 
	•

	cot fi-cot O 
	It should be noted that if the axes are at right angles, 
	TR -cot a 
	--
	n-
	wad 
	-
	-


	-+ f-1' 
	cot fl 
	wed 
	QR 

	and 
	sin (fi-a)
	Figure

	=n-I = ·. •
	sin a cosofi 
	222 shows the way in which the bevel-gear train of 
	Fig. 

	Figure
	g 
	FIG. 222. 
	220 is employed as a t\vo-speed gear for transmitting power from the engine of an automobile to the driving• wheels. The engine:.shaft a is rigidly connected to a bevel
	Fig. 
	-
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	• A second bevel-wheel, b, similar to aruns freely on the shaft, but can be held at pleasure by the application of a band-brake e to its brake-drum b• The wheel bis rigidly connected to b and can be driven by the engine2 by means of a friction-clutch c, the details of ,vhich are not shown. 
	,vheel a
	1
	1 
	1
	2 
	fly-,vheel a

	A pair of smaller bevel-wheels d, dare carried by a frame f, which runs freely on the engine-shaft, and has upon which gears with the pitch-chain that transmits the motion to the driving-wheels (see Fig.167). The fixed piece or frame·of .the mechanism is g.
	1
	2 
	it the sprocket-,vheel /
	1
	1 

	The gear can be worked under the following four conditions: 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	Engine running freely. The clutch c is disconnected, f remains stationary, the brake e is not applied, and b rotates with angular velocity equal to that of the engine-shaft, but in theo· reverse sense. 

	(2) 
	(2) 
	Engine drives sprocket-wheel at low speed. In this case bis held by the brake e, the clutch c is not •in gear, and f rotates in the same sense as al' but with only half its angular velocity. 
	1 


	(3) 
	(3) 
	Engine drives sprocket-wheel at high speed. The clutch c now connects a2 and b, the brake e is not applied, a, b, and f therefore all revolve together with the same speed, and the bevel-wheels have no relative motion at all. 
	2


	(4) 
	(4) 
	Carriage is stopped by applying the brake e, the clutch c being in gear, thus connecting b and a. 


	99. Roller Bearings Involving Spheric· Motion.-W e hav� seen that the various links in bevel-gear mechanisms have relative spheric motion. Many roller •and ball bearings, which may be regarded kinematically as augmented turning pairs, present examples of similar relative movement, ,vhich will next be discussed. The arrangementshowr:i in Fig. 223 is often employed as a thrust bearing for a shaft or pivot on ,vhich a longitudinal pressure is exerted. The plates or flanges on which the pressure is taken are 
	,epo.mtcd by a number of conical rollers, cages or frames being usually provided "" as to pn:w:nt the rollers from getting out of position. In such a ca"", ii we knowt"'•• (the angular ve1ocity of the flani,.,e or collar a with n,gard to tk fiJ<ed link b), th" angular n:1ocity of the roller$ can be ahihited in a very simple manner. ln Fig. 023. with ref"""1ce to the fixed link the roller, is turning ahout the instantaneous axis OB, whilcOA is itsinstantancousta:<iswith 
	Figure
	FtG. ,o:,. 
	relation to a. OX is the axis about whjch a is tumini:; relatively t.o b. The real motion of <, relatively to b, maytthen,forebetronsideredasbeingthetresult,1ntofthe mations of c ttbtively to a, and of a relati,1,]y to b 
	From ;i pole P we draw the n,ctru-PQ, repu,s,,nting "'••• aocording t.o thŁ conve11tion of i 16. The line PR is then drn,.·n parallel t.o BO, the inst.ant.moous axis oft, with n,gard t.o b, .Łn,I it meets a line QK drawn pai,,llel to AO. Plainly c revoh·cs relatiwly to bin at""""" shown by the arrow-head on PR, and the arrov,-hŁa..d 011 N.Q gives the ""n"" in which a tum• ,,,;th regard to •· PQK is then a t.ria.nglcofangulartvc!ociti"'8tinwhich 
	PRt-,.,., 
	and PQ, t.he result.ant of QR an<! RP, must represent the resultantoft.,N andt,..,,,tnamely,t"'••· 
	The motion of the rolle,ot,: with resl""t to the links with wh;chit1,airstiscvidcntlythets:1measthatofath<,s•cl-wtheel, an<ltthcwholetreal\ytlormsaspherictmochani<m 
	Xexttsupp;:,,e thattherollersaretcylin<lrico.l,asin Fig 2,4, and, :.S b<,fore, let OA, OH he the,·irtual axes of a and candof ,and b. The motion of thetro!lcrc rob.tivclyto a or to b, may now he shown to ronsist of ,t•lJiŁg about an axis parallel to OC, ron1binedwith a spiŁ about an axis parallel to AB. Ift"" draw the triangle of velocities, as klore. and proceed to resoh·e "·• into two romponcnu, one (PS)p<1.-,dlcl tothetsurfa,...,sintrontact, and the other 
	Figure
	(SR) normal to tho,,e surfaceo, "" may evidently oonsi<\"1' the real motion of c :relativclytobasbcingductoarolling PS combined with a spinning SR. The latter line then rep:resentstheangu\artvelocitywith••,hichcisbcing twisted aboutat,·erticaltaxisintorderttotwmpeltitttottraveltruund in a circular path. In thetsamewayRTgivcsthctspinning ,·c\oeityofat:relativelytotc. In Fig. UJ theformofthe rollersissuehthat .. ,.hasno oomponent normal tothcsurfacto of contactt; bencc in thatcasethereis,as ha.s alrua<ly \J
	In Fig.2,4thet\incSTgh•cs\hetotal spinning at A and atB; thisistc,•i<lently "'{ual toPQ, the nelative angular 
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	velocity of a and b about the axis OX. The condition for rolling without spinning is that the instantaneous axis of the two bodies shall lie in the tangent plane at the point of contact (§ 6)a; this is the case in Fig. 223, but not in Fig. 224. 
	Roller-bearings are often used for the journals of shaftsa: but the rollers are then parallel, instead of conical, and their motion is not spheric but plane. 
	100 Ball-bearings. -"then balls are substituted for 2 2 5 shows diagrammatically the arrangement of a number of typical ball-bearings, as applied to shaft-journals (a, b, c) and to a footstep-or thrust-bearing (d). It \vill be seen that these bearings may be classified into two-, three-, or four-point bearings, according to the number of points of contact between each ball and its races. The form (a) is a two-point bearing, and in practice it is necessary to give the working surfaces of the races a slight 
	rollers, the motion is in general spheric, and Fig. 

	In Fig. 226 is represented a chain consisting of a fixed cone b, and a ball c rotating in contact with b and also in 
	Figure
	(a) (b) 
	(C) 
	Figure
	l(d) 
	FrG. 225. 
	contact with the movable cone a. This movable cone 
	rotat<.-strelati,·elytobaboutttheircommonaxisXY. !ttis required to ,!etermine the motion of the ball c. The ,.-hole arrangc.-mcnt may be supposed to form one ponion of a t,.,..,. JXrint 0011.bcaring, the ,;ones a anJ b l>cing the t:illb'Cnt cones to thecoTVed races in such a hearing as Fig. 025 (c) 
	In order to sec more clearly the nature of the relutin, movement of the hall and coon, Łupp<:..e the 0011 to he 
	Figure
	bahtf 
	:::t;1,tŁ::t::ŁŁ::ŁŁŁŁ:t::::7: Ł: 
	r

	tfre angular ,·elocity oft" and b; then the linear velocity of the point A in a dir-ectk::m normal to the plane of the puper will 1,e .. ,,xAM. ThevelocityofapointA, (on the cone) 
	will he ... ,x (A.\f-7 sin,). while the,·e\ocityof the point 
	A, (on the roller) will he thet"'""" as that o! the JXrint A,, namely, .. ,,xAM; that is. ift"" suppose the roller to be moving about the instantaneous ""is H\', or if we suppose there i• pure rolling at R. Hence A, on tbctrone and A, on the roller will have a relative linear velocity (I\()nnalto the plancofthetpaper)equalto 
	" 
	... , .•. s,ntr, 
	337 
	and their relative angular velocity about the axis AB will be 
	t 
	J

	W-Sln cp 
	0
	b

	2 
	b sin cp,
	___t__ =w

	0
	J
	2 
	which is in fact the rate at vvhich the ball will spin on the cone a if it rolls without spinning on the cone b. In other words, the total relative spinning of the ball with regard to the cones is wb sin <p.
	•
	0

	In general we have no right to assume that BY is the virtual axis of c and b, and that A Y is the virtual axis of c and a. It is just as likely that these axes are BX and AX, in which case there would be a spin w b sin cp at B and 
	0
	pure rolling at A. \Ve know that the centre of the ball travels in a circular path whose plane is perpendicular to XY, and that the three virtual axes lie in one plane. That the ball has spheric motion will be seen if we imagine that the whole bearing receives such a velocity that the centre of the ball remains at rest, while band arotate about XY with angular velocities of different senses. The points A and Bare now moving perpendicularly to the plane of the paper, and the axis of rotation of the ball must
	O. The line OC will of course be the axis of rotation of the ball, supposing the whole bearing to be moved so that C is at rest. To obtain the real motion of the ball when b is fixed, we must compound the rotation about OC with another about XY. It seems reasonable to supposethat if the surfaces of contact are equally rough, the total spin of the ball on the cones ,,vi11 be equally divided between A and B. The various virtual axes will then be as shown 
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	in Fig. 227, where AO is the virtual axis of a and c, and BO is the virtual axis of c and b. The point O is found by drawing BO parallel to CX when C is the centre of the ball. The various velocities are easily found graphically, after the manner of Fig. 224. In Fig. 227 draw PQ representing ab to 
	w

	p Wab U V 
	FIG, 227. 
	any convenient scale; then PR and QR, drawn parallel respectively to AO and BO, ,vill represent�: and wc1>· Each of these velocities can be resolved into a spin and a roll; thus PS is the angular velocity of rolling, and RS that of spinning, at A, while QT and TR are the rolling and spinning velocities at B. We have to sho,v that RT =RS. Draw RU parallel to A..-\" or BY, and produce BO to meet A){ in Z. Then the triangles .4OX, RPU are similar, and the triangles ZOX, RQU are similar, so that 
	PU PlJ UR = U-R . UQ 
	UQ 

	OX ZX 
	-xx · vx
	zx 
	-AX· 
	Therefore PU -UQ an,! SR -RT, oo that the spin at A is equal to thnt at /l 
	But by ronstructi.on AX -7.X, since AC-CB. 

	It is notcwo.-thy thnt ST represents the t<,tal ŁpinninŁ at A and B, which is "'adily seen t.o be eq=l to '"•••in I' 
	Figure
	The ,lillcrcncc of the rolling vdocitieo at A and B Ui e,Ł. <lently .. ,.cos I' 
	In OTder to find the angubr vdocity of the centre of the h,11 around XY, we draw RV parallel t.o OC. We thus n,so]w QR, the real angular vdocity of ca bout the ax.is OR n,lati,·ely w the fixed link. int.o QV, a rotation about XY, and VR, a n>\ationabout OC. QV woukl then be thcangu
	-

	lar velocity to be given to the whole bearing so as to bringthe centre of the balls to rest. 
	The next example is a three-point thrust-bearing of the 225 (d), as shown in Fig. 228. 
	type of Fig. 

	In this case it is evident that the ball must roll relatively to a about a virtual axis OAApassing through both points of contact AA, while OB must be the virtual axis of c relatively to the fixed plate b. Let a and {3 be the angles made by the Yirtual axes with the surfaces of contact, then the velocity diagram PQR is drawn as in the previous example. wac and web into their component spinning and rolling velocities, as shown by the dotted lines, we find that 
	1
	2
	1 
	1
	2
	On resolving 

	Spinning velocity at Aa
	1

	' ' ' ' 
	' ' ' ' 
	=QT= wac sin a; 
	1 

	'' B = RS = web sin {3 
	=W" 
	a
	b

	\Ve find also that 
	Rolling velocity at A=RT= ac cos a; 
	l 
	l 
	W

	2 2 Wac , 
	'' '' 
	'' A
	= 
	RT
	= 
	cos 
	a 
	· 

	' ' ' ' 
	'' B= PS=wcos{i 
	c
	b 

	= ac· 
	W

	The relative angular velocities for a three-point bearing in the more usual case where OAaAis not perpendicularto OX will be determined in a numerical example, after considering the case of a four-point bearing, which may be worked out by similar methods. 
	1
	2 

	229 AA2 BBare the points'of contact, and plainly if there is to be spheric motion on the part of c, AAand BBmust meet at some point O on XY. If this is not the case, slipping will occur at some one or more of the points of contact, and the relative motion at these points will no longer consist simply of rollingand spinning combined. In the figure OAAand OBBare the virtual axes of a and c, and of band c, respectively. Let w0 be the angular ·velocity of the centre of the ball, 
	229 AA2 BBare the points'of contact, and plainly if there is to be spheric motion on the part of c, AAand BBmust meet at some point O on XY. If this is not the case, slipping will occur at some one or more of the points of contact, and the relative motion at these points will no longer consist simply of rollingand spinning combined. In the figure OAAand OBBare the virtual axes of a and c, and of band c, respectively. Let w0 be the angular ·velocity of the centre of the ball, 
	In Fig. 
	1
	1
	2 
	1
	2 
	1
	2 
	1
	2 
	1
	2 

	so that the linear velocity of the point C in a direction normal to the plane of the paper will be wX CL. Since A is a point on OA1A2, its linear velocity will be wab XAM in the same direction. But b is the fixed link 
	0 


	X'----Ł'----='M';;--ŁL----!:-----Y "'ab 
	Figure
	• 
	FIG. 229. 
	and c is rolling upon it about the axis OB, so that we mayalso say that the linear velocity of the point C is wi:b XCB, and that of A is w,bXAN. Hence, 
	wXCL=w,XCB, WXAM =w,XAN. 
	c
	0b 
	0 
	b 

	WO CB.AM 
	Thus 
	w0b =CL.AN• 
	• 
	The angular velocity of the centre of ball relatively to a is readily found if we imagine that the whole bearing has given to it an angular velocity -wb· The centre of ball will then be moving with an angular velocity about the axis XY in the same sense as wc'l' and a ,vill be at rest. Then 
	a
	(w
	0b-
	w
	0
	)

	Figure
	CL ( 
	CL ( 
	w) 
	0

	w,a = I -wab•
	wab 
	CA 

	w,a 
	CL CL.AN-CB.AM 

	w<Jb =CA. CL.AN 
	CL.AN-CB.AM 

	•
	CA .AN 
	web 
	In the same way we may find an expression for 
	;

	web XAN= wab XAM, so that 
	for 

	w,b AM -=AN. 
	wab 
	The values of the various angular velocities may also be obtained graphically, as was done in the case of the threepoint bearing of Fig. 228. Draw the triangle PQR (Fig. 
	229) representing wab• wbc• and Then we can resolve wb into w, the angular velocity of the centre of the ball around XY, and we, the angular velocity about OC. 
	Wea
	· 
	e
	0

	• wcan be regarded as the resultant of a veloeity we about OC and a velocity -(wb-�) about XY. 
	Similarly 
	e
	a 
	0
	0

	In order to find the spinning and rolling at the points of and Bz, w�b is to be resolved along and perpendicular to the surfaces of contact, giving 
	contact B
	1 

	angular velocity of spinning at B=QT;
	1 
	1 

	' 
	'o'' '' rollingat B =RTo· 
	. 1 1 ' 
	' ' ' ' 
	'' spinning at B=RT;
	2 
	2 

	' ' ' ' 
	'' rolling at BQT• 
	2 = 
	2

	In the same way the velocities at Aand Amay be found . 
	1 
	2 

	• 
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	Taking a numerical example, we may determine the various velocities in the three-point bearing shown in Fig.230the dimensions being: 
	, 

	2 s inch 
	Diameter of balls.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o . 

	" 
	Distance of ball centre from axis (CL) .. o. 
	5 

	°
	3
	0

	Angle ofcone of ball-race b..... . . . . . . .
	' ' 
	' ' 
	a . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
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	FIG. 230. 
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	After drawing CB, CL, A1V, A1\J, we find CA = o. 108, CB =0.115, CL =0.400, A1V =0.2 18, Ai\1 =0.309. Let us suppose that wab is 200 revolutions per minute. Then the velocity of centre of balls 
	CB . Al\,{ 200 X o.I I 5 X 0.309 
	------'---Ł 
	w = w
	a
	b 
	x
	-
	= 

	CL .AN o.400 Xo.218 
	0 

	=81.2 r.p.m. about axis XY. 
	0.108 o.108 X
	o.2r8 

	CL CB .A1v.f 
	{ 
	} 

	=440 r.p.m. about axis OA, : . 
	and 
	and 
	0.309 

	web 200 X = 284 r.p.m. about OB.
	= 
	8 

	0.2 I 
	In order to determine the spinning and rolling we have 
	= w,b sin fi 
	Angular velocity of spinning at B
	1 

	(SR on diagram) = 284 X 0.342 
	= roo.5 r.p.m. 
	= web COS {i 
	Angular velocity of rolling at B
	1 

	(SP on diagram) = 284 X 0.9396 
	= 267 r.p.m. 
	2 or A 1 =we sin a 
	Angular velocity of spinning at A
	a

	(QTor QTon diagram) , = 440 X 0.5 
	2 
	1 

	= 220 r.p.m. 
	or A=Wac COS 
	Angular velocity of rolling at A
	2 
	1 
	a 

	(RTor RTon diagram) =440 X o.866 
	2 
	1 

	= 381 r.p.m. 
	The reader should check these numbers by drawing the velocity diagram for himself, and measuring the various lines representing the velocities. 
	To compare the relative merits of different ball-bearings we should have to calculate not only the velocities, but also 
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	the pressures between the surfaces at the points of contact; the work ,vasted in various cases could then be estimated. This part of the work, however, belongs to Dynamicsrather than to Kinematics. 
	For further information on the subject of ball-bearingsthe reader is referred to Sharp's "Bicycles and Tricycles," Chapter XXV, and to a number of papers in various engineering periodicals.* 
	* Engineering, April 12, 1901. Zeitschrift d. V. D. I., Jan. 27, 1900; ibid., Jan., 1901, pp. 73 and 119; ibid., Jan., 1901, p. 332. 






